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Top Contributors in Q2

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

Target 4.24% 0.89%

Microsoft 5.99% 0.88%

Apple 6.31% 0.77%

Avery Dennison 3.17% 0.43%

Schwab 3.38% 0.39%

Bottom Contributors in Q2

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

General Mills 2.30% -0.02%

Church & Dwight 2.64% -0.06%

Ball Corp. 2.13% -0.08%

Verizon 3.83% -0.10%

Medical Properties Trust 2.49% -0.11%

**Please see last page for important disclosures. **Please see last page for important disclosures.

In Q2, stocks added to gains with the S&P 500 rising 8.55% during the quarter as the reopening of the

economy picked up steam. The pickup in economic activity spurred a debate about inflation and whether

the increase in inflation was going to be temporary or much longer lasting which could have a potential

negative impact if it were to get out of control. Cyclical stocks, such as commodities and banks, led the

market early in the quarter as they were deemed to be beneficiaries of inflation and higher interest rates.

Treasury yields rose along with these higher inflation expectations, rising to more than 1.7% in early April.

As the quarter progressed, this dynamic reversed as yields began to fall and inflation fears subsided as it was

thought that the increase in inflation was temporary and focused in areas where supply issues existed (e.g.,

rental cars). Moreover, the Fed has so far been unconcerned with the short-term increase in prices. This gave

investors confidence that there would be no immediate change in monetary policy in the form of higher rates

or a reduction in bond purchases. Growth-oriented sectors, such as Technology, did better in the latter half of

the quarter. We expect this inflation debate to remain, with investors watching for signs that elevated prices

are not transitory and what that may imply in terms of the Fed’s current accommodative position.

Our holdings in Financials, such as Schwab, and J.P. Morgan, performed well early in Q2 as they are

perceived to benefit from higher interest rates. In June, as growth reclaimed its market leadership position,

our Technology holdings, including Apple and Microsoft, began to outperform. Discretionary holdings

including Target and Home Depot benefitted from a stronger consumer that was looking to spend again,

while higher yielding Staples and REITs languished in the higher rate environment. The AMI Equity

Income portfolio strives to seek a balance between companies that should fare well in all economic

environments with a focus on capital preservation, earnings growth, and a steady or growing dividend

income stream. We believe the companies in the portfolio should achieve these objectives.

In Q2, the Large Cap Equity Income strategy rose 6.58% (6.33% on a net basis), vs. the S&P 500 index,

which rose 8.55%. Approximately three-quarters of the relative performance was driven by asset allocation,

with the balance driven by security selection. Outperforming stock picks in Financial and Industrials were

offset by picks in Healthcare and Technology. Being underweight Industrials and Utilities helped but this

was offset by being underweight Technology and being overweight Consumer Staples. At the end of Q2, the

strategy's dividend yield was 1.92%.

The top contributors to Q2 performance Target, Microsoft, Apple, Avery Dennison, and Schwab. The

bottom contributors to Q2 performance were General Mills, Church & Dwight, Ball, Verizon, and Medical

Properties Trust.
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Target had a very strong quarter as investments in online and in-store pick up continue to

pay off. The company was able to expand margins as the company laps Covid-related

investments and also due to a higher mix of sales of general merchandise, which is typically

higher margin than grocery. Target reinstated guidance, with second-half 2021 comps

better than expected.

Microsoft posted strong fiscal Q3 results in all three of its main business segments. The

Productivity segment, which includes Office and LinkedIn, saw 15% y/y revenue growth as

back-to-work trends provide a tailwind. The company continues to benefit from the move to

cloud with Azure posting 46% y/y growth. Finally, the Personal Computing segment, which

includes Windows and Xbox, posted 19% growth on strong gaming and PC sales.

Apple had an impressive fiscal Q2 with 66% growth in iPhone revenue, Mac revenue rose

70% and iPad was up 79% y/y. Work-from-home and homeschool needs over the past year

have driven more first-time users to Apple products, which the company believes will persist.

These new and existing users should continue to drive continued growth in services and

accessories (e.g., Apple TV, Apple Watch). All geographies were strong, including China

which was up 88%.

Avery Dennison posted strong Q1 results with sales greater than estimates across all

segments. The focus this quarter was on the company’s strongly growing RFID and

intelligent labels franchise whose performance was largely attributable to increased apparel

sales. Higher volumes in this category drove the retail branding solutions business up 20%

y/y organically in the quarter while their core label and graphic materials business also fared

well with +8% organic growth which led to heightened estimates and raised guidance for

FY21 guidance.

Schwab’s Q1 benefitted from rising equity markets and an engaged retail stock trader as

“Reddit” stocks were highly active. Trading volume was up 50% vs. Q4 2020 levels and new

assets were $148 billion, up 9% on an organic basis. Schwab’s 3rd party assets rose 11% y/y

and this could drive incremental revenue over time. Net interest margin remains low but

higher rates did drive the prospects that this will recover.

Top Contributors
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General Mills posted better than expected fiscal Q4 growth as lower at-home consumption

vs. a year ago drove the y/y decline in sales. On the 2-year stack, organic net sales were

+4%. Input cost inflation drove a 160 bps decline in gross margin y/y. Away-from-home

improving significantly with schools, restaurants and lodging all seeing sequential

improvement. Company sees FY22 away from home continuing to improve but not back to

pre-Covid levels with at-home consumption remaining above pre-pandemic levels. Despite

these decent results, tough y/y comps, and higher input cost inflation impacted stock

performance.

Church & Dwight reported mixed Q1 results, with ongoing strong demand offset by cost

pressures from inflating commodities. This dynamic led to increased revenue guidance but

unchanged EPS guidance for the full year. Church was also hurt by a vitamin recall early in

April, although this event is likely to be transitory. The company should be able to raise

prices to offset inflation and see sales benefits from certain products that were negatively

impacted by the pandemic, unlike some peers, and as a result we continue to view Church’s

positioning positively.

Ball’s Q1 results were in-line with demand continuing to outstrip supply due to capacity

constraints. Ball is planning to spend at elevated levels this year and into the near future to

build new plants to meet this demand, which will be a near-term headwind to cash flow

growth. Despite these additional costs, we continue to view the beverage can space

positively as demand shifts away from plastics and towards more environmentally friendly

aluminum.

Verizon's Q1 results were mixed on tepid new phone adds but total service revenue returned

to growth. Equipment revenue was strong and likely helped by Apple’s 5G phone sales. As

Verizon broadens its 5G network reach, net new phone adds should reverse the declines that

have occurred over the past few quarters. Churn remains low as a result of less competitive

activity and promotion.

Medical Properties had an inline Q4 report and the company reiterated full-year guidance.

Portfolio coverage was steady as hospitals return to normal. Deal activity, which is

ultimately how the company creates additional value, is increasing. Management committed

to $1.6B of deals YTD. The company noted that its hospital tenants are reporting continued

strong operating and financial performance. Higher bond yields negatively impacted the

REIT sector broadly which we believe to be temporary.

Bottom Contributors
Q2 ∙ 2021
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Portfolio Additions & Deletions

In Q2, we added Air Products and Qualcomm. We sold Kansas City Southern.

Air Products is one of just a few global suppliers of industrial gases, such as CO2, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, helium, argon, etc. which are used in almost every product manufactured

today across a wide array of industries. Air Products is positioned to benefit from a COVID

manufacturing recovery and a potential infrastructure bill that would boost many industries

served. In addition, the company has numerous global projects that facilitate the “greening”

of energy production, such as clean hydrogen generation. The company has a dividend yield

of just above 2% currently.

Qualcomm is one of the world’s largest semiconductor companies, with a stable business in

the smartphone market where it received a royalty on nearly every mobile phone that is sold.

This business provides a stable revenue and cash flow base from which the company can pay

a healthy dividend (currently near a 2% yield). Qualcomm also has a more advanced chip

design business where it makes chips used to power mobile and other non-smartphone

communication devices. We believe this can provide Qualcomm with growth as it benefits

from the 5G cycle as well as communication infrastructure spend taking place across the U.S.

We sold Kansas City Southern after the announcement of its planned merger with another

major railroad, Canadian National.

Q2 ∙ 2021



Disclosures
* Performance Disclosures: AMI Asset Management (AMI) is an independent investment management firm

registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission since 1994. Registration does not imply a certain

level of skill or training. AMI provides discretionary asset management services to institutional and

individual clients through separately managed accounts using seven equity and fixed income strategies. The

Domestic Large Cap Equity Income Composite includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-

paying, taxable and nontaxable accounts with at least $400,000 in large cap equity income securities on the

last day of each previous quarter. The composite was created on January 1, 2015. Returns are presented gross

and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Gross returns are presented before

management fees but after all trading expenses. Net returns are calculated by deducting 1/4th of the highest

applicable annual fee of 1.00% from the gross composite returns on a quarterly basis. Clients should not

assume that managed accounts will attain similar investment performance in the future. All accounts are

individually managed; therefore, returns for separate accounts may be higher or lower than the average

performance stated above. The benchmark we use is the S&P 500® Total Return Index which is designed to

measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500

stocks representing all major industries. It includes a representative sample of 500 leading companies in

leading industries of the U.S. economy. The S&P 500® Total Return focuses on the large cap segment of the

market with over 80% coverage of U.S. equities. Index performance is provided as a point of reference only

and does not imply that a Strategy will achieve returns, volatility, or other results similar to the index. The

total returns for the index do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which would reduce returns.

Indices are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index.

** Source: AMI and Bloomberg. The top five and bottom five contributors information is based on a

representative account taken from the AMI Large Cap Equity Income composite. The representative account

was selected because it closely reflects the AMI Large Cap Equity Income investment strategy. Due to

factors such as portfolio size, specific investment guidelines and inception dates of individual accounts, there

will be dispersion between the weight, returns, and contributions of this account and other accounts in the

composite. The Contribution is calculated by multiplying the weight (i.e., percentage of the total account)

invested in each holding times the rate of return for that holding during the measurement period. The

holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for AMI’s clients.

Actual client holdings and characteristics may vary and holdings are subject to change. The reader should

not assume that (1) an investment in the securities identified was or will be profitable or (2) that the AMI

Large Cap Equity Income Strategy will hold these stocks in the future. References to specific securities are

not intended as representative of past recommendations by AMI. The securities shown should not be

considered recommendations or solicitations and may not have been, or in the future be, profitable. Nothing

presented herein is or is intended to constitute investment advice, and no investment decision should be made

based on any information provided herein. Past performance is not an indication of future returns. There is a

risk of loss from an investment in securities, including the risk of loss of principal.

To obtain free of charge (1) a complete list of composite descriptions, (2) the calculation’s methodology and a

list showing every holding’s contribution to the overall account’s performance during the measurement

period, and/or (3) a complete list of all buy and sell recommendations for this strategy within the last 12

months, please contact Katharine Kim at (424) 320-4003 or katharine@amiassetmanagement.com.

10866 Wilshire Blvd, Ste. 770, Los Angeles, CA 90024 ∙ 424-320-4000 ∙ www.amiassetmanagement.com


